People, which proposed reform to address irregular representation and the distorting role of patronage. 8 Pitt equated the proposed reforms with French principles of individual suffrage and an equal right to representation, warning that if they were implemented then the British Constitution would be destroyed by an "equalising anarchy." 9 In any case, Pitt insisted, the whole business of reforming with abstract principles was disastrously misplaced: "The merit of the British Constitution is to be estimated, not by metaphysical ideas, not by vague theories, but by analysing it in practice. Its benefits are confirmed by the sure and infallible test of experience." 10 Such intellectual caution was exactly what Burke had mandated. So much is conveyed in the pamphlet written by Burke's friend William Smith, quoted in the first epigraph above. Yet Smith favored a greater role for "original principles" in the legislator's repertoire than did Burke, but less than needed to reach Paine's "sublime heights." 11 Smith's intervention reminds us that, until they had become suspect, there were several forms of speculative thinking that had supported the Hanoverian regime. One such form was the "philosophic Whiggism" of William Paley, developed in The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy (1785), which elevated utility over rights and counseled subjection to the existing order. 12 Another species was the "sceptical Whiggism" of Adam Smith and David Hume, as labeled by Duncan Forbes, 13 which provided a conjectural-historical defense of commercial society against its republican or civic-humanist detractors by revealing how virtue changed over time, such that a "commercial humanism" was appropriate for the age at hand.
14 The political status of both forms of speculation changed after the French Revolution. For example, a review of Smith's Wealth of Nations published in the Annual Register in 1776, hence likely by Burke, merely referred to it as "rational theory," but by 1793 it was dangerous to extol Smithian principles, which have been described as "virtually seditious" by one commentator. 16 Similarly, Paley's Principles was quickly incorporated into Cambridge curricula after initial publication in 1785, but in 1802 the Anti-Jacobin Review was worrying over the text's potential to sanction Jacobin principles. 17 These facts are established in the historiography and well known. What is less well known, however, is the means by which those who were committed to political speculation attempted to defend themselves. Or, to put the question in narrower terms, how could one reject the allegation of "enthusiasm" and maintain a positive account of one's intellectual activities? The current paper takes up this issue by examining Dugald Stewart's Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind (1792), in which Stewart was prepared to speak variously of a field of inquiry called "the theory of politics" and "political philosophy," and of figures such as the "political theorist" and "speculative philosopher" who had mastered a vocabularyincluding the terms "government" and "power"-that referenced the complex ideas needed to understand this field and enlighten the conduct of statesmen.
This exercise is intended to reveal two neglected dynamics of Britain's intellectual culture following the French Revolution. First, those sympathetic to political speculation were not sitting ducks but defended themselves by pointing to elaborate intellectual disciplines that could prevent abstract arts of reasoning from falling into enthusiasm. Second, selfdescribed "theorists" such as Stewart turned the tables on practical critics such as Burke by redescribing the veneration of "practice," "custom," and "facts" as superstition and naïveté. Given the eventual success of theoretical styles of inquiry, 18 it is surprising that we know so little of the countertactics that secured their place in the modern period. In this respect, the paper aims to contribute to the recent and dispersed project to write a "history of theory," from Kant's metaphysical paideia as described by Ian 20 to the "Theoretical Practices" of Talcott Parsons and his attempts to legitimize theory in the postwar social sciences academy as portrayed by Joel Isaac. 21 The shared premise of this work is that to theorize is a peculiar activity, one only undertaken by certain actors under specific political and cultural conditions. In the case of Stewart, those conditions were hostile, and they called forth an account of theory premised on a vanishing style of intellectual discipline, and a counterattack on theory's practical critics that is still performing front-line service today.
I. STEWART'S ELEMENTS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE HUMAN MIND AND THE DEFENSE OF POLITICAL THEORY
Stewart's Elements should be placed in at least two contexts. The first is pedagogical: the formation of polite and virtuous young men at the University of Edinburgh by way of moral philosophy. When Stewart succeeded Adam Ferguson in 1785 as Professor of Moral Philosophy at Edinburgh, he was fortunate to be entering a setting where moral philosophy's worth as a means for shaping youth was taken for granted. The larger historical process by which this status was secured for moral philosophy has been described by Richard B. Sher and Nicholas Phillipson. 22 In short, around the middle of the eighteenth century, a "moderate literati" gained control of church and university and then harmonized them in view of such enlightened values as "politeness," forming the institutional core of what has come to be known as the Scottish Enlightenment. Then, as figures such as William Robertson and Adam Ferguson rose in reputation and institutional status, they began to enter the city's elite, whose sons they were training for careers as doctors, lawyers, and statesmen. In this setting, where religious belief, erudition, and politics were not perceived to exhibit competing values, "virtue" described a form of comportment that was to be cultivated in all spheres of life.
Stewart's commitment to this understanding of moral life is evident in his Outlines of Moral Philosophy, an epitome of his philosophy published in 1793. The intimate connection between philosophy of mind, moral conduct, and political life is spelled out at the beginning of part 1 of the treatise 23 :
1. The object of Moral Philosophy is to ascertain the general rules of a wise and virtuous conduct in life, in so far as these rules may be discovered by the unassisted light of nature; that is, by an examination of the principles of the human constitution, and of the circumstances in which man is placed. 2. In examining the principles of our constitution with this view, our inquiries may be arranged under three heads; according as they refer, (1.) To the intellectual powers of man. (2.) To his active and moral powers. And (3.) To man, considered as the member of a political body.
What is striking to a contemporary reader is the idea that philosophy of mind could be capable of guiding our political lives. Yet this is central to Stewart's project. The fundamental premise is that the human constitution -our mental faculties and their interrelations-was designed by God in such a manner that our intellectual and moral powers can only develop along their intended paths in political society. It follows that by understanding our faculties and how to govern them correctly we learn not only how to conduct ourselves as individuals, but we also learn simultaneously how to govern ourselves correctly among other rational creatures with whom we are jointly expressing and perfecting our deepest natures. This was an intoxicating doctrine for young men. Henry Cockburn, one of Stewart's pupils, described the resonance of his teaching: "To me his lectures were like the opening of the heavens. I felt that I had a soul." 24 We may speculate that part of Stewart's appeal for students such as Cockburn was the way his philosophy rendered the operation of one's own mind explicable and susceptible to virtuous government. To grasp this point, compare Stewart with Adam Smith. As Stewart stated in his memorial for Smith, he did not agree with the account of moral phenomena set out in Smith's The Theory of Moral Sentiments because it was flawed by Smith's "too great a desire of generalizing his principles." 25 What Stewart meant by "generalizing" was Smith's attempt to account for virtue in terms of the natural history of society. That is, Smith held that our sense of moral "propriety" grew out of endless social interactions that develop the capacity to assess behavior from the point of view of an "impartial spectator"; we conjure the impartial spectator to provide ourselves with a standard of behavior that deserves the approbation of others, regardless of whether or not other persons (who may not be impartial) actually do approve of our behavior. This strategy allowed Smith to minimize metaphysical commitments regarding the mind's faculties, but at the cost of removing the source of virtue from the mind to anonymous social processes that varied historically and geographically. Stewart, in effect, was returning virtue to the care of the individual will. 26 The second crucial context in which to locate Stewart's Elements is the variable project of developing a "science of politics," running from at least David Hume to John Stuart Mill. 27 This science combined styles of thinking that have now been parsed into distinct disciplines-economics, sociology, history, and philosophy-such that it represents an extinct tradition. 28 So identified, Stewart's version of the science can again be distinguished by noting the rival version of Smith. Perhaps most important is Stewart's diminution of the descriptive-historical aspects of Smith's science, and Stewart's optimism regarding the future course of human improvement in comparison to Smith's skeptical stance. 29 Further, Knud Haakonssen has underlined the way in which Stewart dissolved Smith's conception of the science of the legislator. For, where Smith used natural law to demarcate political economy as the science's sub-branch concerned with police (in the eighteenthcentury sense) and prosperity, Stewart inverted this relationship by making natural jurisprudence merely a component of a political economy now expanded into the master discipline for governing societies.
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A belief in political economy's destiny as the master science of society was passed on in different degrees to those Scots who founded the Edinburgh Review-Francis Lord Jeffrey, Henry Brown, Francis Horner, and Sydney Smith.
31 But, as with most students, the reviewers were selective about what they took from their teacher. Jeffrey, for example, deflated the metaphysical training of his youth when reviewing one of Stewart's texts in the Edinburgh Review, claiming that it would not lead to new scientific discoveries. 32 In retrospect, this looks like an early sign that political economy was becoming independent of the Scottish moral philosophy that had underwritten its early development. 33 If the loss of political economy as a client discipline augured poorly for Stewart's metaphysics, then an unexpected source of support was its reception by Oxford Tory high-churchmen, such as Edward Copleston, who used Stewart's Elements in their contests with dissenters of various stripes. 34 Viewing both facts together, it is at least fair to say that the continued appeal of metaphysics as capable of legislating what counted as sound reasoning in all domains was uncertain.
With this context in view, it is now time to examine how Stewart responded in his Elements to the delegitimation of abstract and metaphysical inquiry into politics following the reception of Burke's Reflections. 35 Clearly, the context provides a good part of the answer, one that reveals Stewart as ideally placed to defend the notion of developing a theory of politics. For the Elements was a publication that emerged from a moral philosophy curriculum for young men expecting professional careers in a polite society. The text was therefore largely an instruction manual directing youth on how to govern their thinking in the ways necessary to get along under the existing regime.
The other part of the answer relates to Stewart's refutation of Burke's account of theory and practice. Stewart was prepared to defend the role of abstract generalizations in "the theory of legislation" because they could be just as grounded in experience as the claims of the Burkean "political empiric." 36 Stewart could set aside Burke's enthusiasm smear by showing that, while enthusiasm was dangerous, it was a by-product of the illgovernment of one or more of the mind's faculties. And this was a danger that Stewart specifically equipped his "political theorist" to guard against. But Stewart also countered the Burkean move by redescribing the reliance on precedent and experience in the terms of his philosophy of mind, in which precedent emerged as a superstition arising from mere association, not causation. Such superstition was the result of failing to develop the mind's powers to distinguish between events that simply followed one another and events that caused one another. 37 It followed that society need not rely on fortune for the design of its institutions but could draw on a science of politics. Thus, the general aim of Stewart's arguments was to steer a middle course between the rage for political innovation on one side, and skepticism toward reform on the other.
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How did Stewart respond to the standing indictment of speculation? He began by conceding that thinking could be poorly done, creating preposterous results. 39 A leading example arose from the Platonists' presumption that a philosopher could perceive essences: "By withdrawing the attention from the distinguishing qualities of objects, and giving a common name to their resembling qualities, they conceived universals to be real existences, or (as they expressed it) to be the essences of individuals; and flattered themselves with the belief, that by directing their attention to these essences in the first instance, they might be enabled to penetrate the secrets of the universe, without submitting to the study of nature in detail." 40 The results of such inquiries were mere phantasms, absurdities, and mixtures of fact and metaphysical speculation. This malady afflicted almost every science where fact and metaphysics were mingled from want of properly specifying the true objects and methods of inquiry.
41 Such contamination could 36 be hard to detect, Stewart claimed, because metaphysical discourses tended to obscure the fact that the objects they purported to study were beyond human conception. Often, for example, speculators would attempt to disguise the absurdity of their theories by keeping the metaphysical components concealed, focusing their discourses on the observable phenomena under which the metaphysical causes purportedly lay. 42 These speculations were dangerous not only because they could dazzle and bewilder the understanding, but also because they obscured the limits of human knowledge. 43 Such was the strategic concession to the critics of metaphysics: some of it was bad. But this did not imply that the answer was to expel it from the realm of useful knowledge, for the idea was rather to reconstruct metaphysics on the basis of experiment and observation, just like "physics" had been remodeled after Bacon. Stewart found the task to be proven possible by his major influence, Thomas Reid, in his studies of perception, Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man. 44 The effect of Reid's research was to free philosophers from attempting to penetrate into mysteries beyond human understanding using a sophisticated yet senseless vocabulary. 45 According to Stewart, the crucial feature of human consciousness that determined the limits of human reason was that God had not made humans "capable of reasoning concerning classes of objects, without the use of signs." 46 In making this claim, Stewart was locating himself in a continuing debate between Nominalists and Realists. And it allowed him to shift emphasis from reasoning in the sense of inspecting the relations between propositions-as when examining a syllogism-to inspecting the notions that propositions expressed. 47 That is, attention was to be shifted from the connections between "All humans are mortal" and "All Americans are humans" to the categories "humans" and "Americans"; in this example the categories are represented by words, but diagrams and formulas could serve in geometry, and symbols in algebra. In regard to this scrutiny of categories, Stewart considered "other intellectual processes" distinct from reasoning or "deduction, properly so called." 48 What were these other processes? The first was "application." In algebra, for example, even the best practitioners of calculus could fall into 42 Stewart, Elements, 65-66, 69. 43 45 Stewart, Elements, 87-91. 46 Stewart, Elements, 190 . 47 Stewart, Elements, 174-75. 48 Stewart, Elements, 175. paradox and absurdity by failing to regard the conditions that a hypothesis involved: in a vacuum a cannonball and feather would fall under gravity at the same speed, 49 but we do not live in vacuums. Geometry was largely protected against this danger because diagrams could act as a check on reasoning by revealing to the senses the relations that hold between the quantities being investigated. 50 In the non-mathematical sciences, the role of diagrams must be fulfilled by examples and illustrations in revealing "speculative absurdities." 51 The second non-logical process that required scrutiny was signification. The need arose from the ambiguity inherent in using words as instruments of investigation. The dangers were far greater in metaphysics, morals, and politics than in natural philosophy. In algebra, for example, the longest investigations could be carried on without any fear of a break in the chain of reasoning owing to the signs with which reasoning was conducted. By contrast, in studying politics one was obliged to pay constant attention to signification, a "much more difficult effort of the mind than the logical process." 52 These challenges could be met if the theorist cultivated a number of skills. One was to develop the habit of illustrating elaborate claims and argumentation with cases or examples, thus meeting the need for application to check reasoning. Another was to reason using general terms, fixed in their meaning by accurate definition and made familiar through force of habit. By using general terms a person could also avoid the danger of being distracted by their own particular experiences, or by the arousal of the imagination. 53 In fact, here we have reached one of the distinguishing features of the theorist's intellectual labor, for the use of abstract and general terms not only protected them from the ambiguity inherent in words but made it possible to discover "comprehensive theorems" of tremendous utility to humanity, on a par with the advantages of algebra over arithmetic.
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Yet abstract and general terms came with their own set of dangers. Above all, there lay the potential for abstract thought to produce dazzling nonsense and enthusiasm because general terms often denoted abstractions, or real things of a complicated nature, such as "government" and "power." 49 Here, then, it is possible to see thinking about politics in an abstract manner as one of the tasks of the philosopher, where the philosopher was understood as a distinctive type of intellectual whom Stewart set in explicit opposition to practical men, at times described simply as the "vulgar." Philosophers used "comprehensive terms" and "abstraction" to access "general truths" and "general theorems," while practical men did not surmount above "particular truths."
55 Such mastery required a specific set of disciplines: "an uncommon capacity of patient attention, and a cautious circumspection in conducting our various intellectual processes, which can only be acquired by early habits of philosophical reflexion."
56 In short, the philosopher was recognized by the fact that they ascended to the abstract and the general in the correct manner. This involved beginning with individual objects, events, and facts, "to lay a ground-work for accurate classification, and for a just investigation of the laws of nature," and general principles should be "resolvable" into these primary units-these "particular observations." 57 If we look past the fact that deriving general principles seems to be under-prescribed, then we can ask what was one to do with general principles once they had been formulated? Stewart's answer was that general principles should be refined, and then joined together to yield increasingly comprehensive conclusions. These results would abridge the process of study for future generations who could, as it were, pick up where their predecessors had left off, and the ultimate outcome would be the discovery of the laws of nature and the effects of their combination. 58 All this would require ethical labor simultaneous with, and inextricable from, the intellectual labors considered above, which we now consider.
II. THEORY AND ETHICAL LABOR
The link between individual behavior and philosophy in Stewart's thought is signaled in the following statement, taken from his Outlines of Moral Philosophy: "The ultimate object of philosophical inquiry is the same which every man of plain understanding proposes to himself, when he remarks the events which fall under his observation, with a view to the 55 future regulation of his conduct. The more knowledge of this kind we acquire, the better we can accommodate our plans to the established order of things, and avail ourselves of natural Powers and Agents for accomplishing our purposes." 59 In this passage, "conduct" refers simply to one's behavior in a world governed by natural laws of cause and effect. However, the greater focus of Stewart's thought in general, and in his Elements in particular, was the conduct of the intellect, understood as the government of discrete faculties that ought to be cultivated to the maximum possible degree in the pursuit of human nature's perfection, in contrast to merely satisfying ourselves with developing those faculties that were called upon by a given station in life. A by-product of pursuing such perfection was happiness, which increased as the mind's powers approached the limit of their cultivation. Happiness and human perfection thus walked hand in hand. At this point it is possible to perceive the peculiarity of the context under study: only someone trained to believe that the mind had faculties that should be cultivated in the name of human perfection would feel anxiety about merely exercising their mind in ways that were useful and pleasurable.
Once perfection was accepted as the destination to strive toward, some pitfalls immediately presented themselves. While the vulgar might not develop even one of the mind's powers to its maximum, where the metaphysician would likely have mastered abstraction and conception, it was nevertheless the case that in the vulgar mind all the powers still held a relative balance one with another, something conducive to tranquility of mind and prudent conduct.
60 (As will be seen, the vulgar were susceptible to tumults of a different nature.) Philosophy, in other words, was essential to the perfection of human nature and yet its practice carried risks. Enthusiasm, for example, was commonly a by-product of the ill-government of the power of abstraction. 61 The indispensable service that abstraction performed for humans was to allow the mind to look past the distinguishing peculiarities of objects and focus attention on the attributes that they possessed in common, making classification possible. 62 Of course, the principle upon which any given classification was organized represented a choice, and hence this power was subservient to reason and imagination. Mathematics represented reasoning with abstractions, while the poet worked with 59 objects that could actually be sensed: "the poet is supplied with all his materials by experience; and as his province is limited to combine and modify things which really exist so as to produce new wholes of his own; so every exertion which he thus makes of his powers, presupposes the exercise of abstraction in decomposing and separating actual combinations." 63 Because the poet's abstractions were subservient to their imagination, typically they would be able to state to themselves the objects on which they have brought abstraction to bear, at least as objects of conception, just as the painter who sketches a centaur has abstracted from conceptions of man and horse. By contrast, the mathematician's abstractions-such as length abstracted from any other dimension-will often not be available to human conception. That this fact had been poorly understood explained innumerable pathologies in intellectual life. If it were widely recognized that Euclid's first definitions were not capable of human conception, then they would only have been taught in passing. Instead, students all over Europe spent fruitless hours attempting to conceive of objects beyond the human mind's powers. 64 If the attempt to generate conceptions in relation to abstractions that were simply beyond the power of human conception was one source of mental derangement, then another was an excessive taste for the activity of abstraction. One of the leading effects of civilization was to accustom the mind to using general propositions, although the capacity was unevenly distributed, and obviously more common among the educated. 65 Even within a particular class in a civilized society, some individuals would possess a greater "philosophic spirit" than others. 66 We saw in the previous section that generating abstract principles depended on two things. The first was the quality of the observation and classification from which they arose. The second was the art with which principles were applied to practice, which would typically require adjustment to the case at hand. Those possessed of a philosophic spirit would likely neglect both arts. First, they would be impatient with the process of gathering their observations carefully, and they would be equally hasty in the process of abstraction-the process of moving from the differences apparent in a set of particulars to the qualities possessed in common. Second, such thinkers would apply their generalizations to practice without paying sufficient heed to local circumstances. Such a mind required due regulation if it were to achieve success in 63 Stewart, Elements, 156. 64 Stewart, Elements, 157. 65 Stewart, Elements, 223. 66 Stewart, Elements, 224. the conduct of everyday affairs. And the regulation that Stewart seemed to have in mind was to treat general principles "merely as approximations to the truth, the defects of which, must be supplied by habits acquired by personal experience." 67 As with so many of his contemporaries, Stewart used the example of mechanics when reconciling theory and experience. The theory of mechanical powers is abstracted from friction, and from the weight of levers, which were considered as mathematical lines and perfectly inflexible. In this way complex problems were simplified to the extent that they could be solved using elementary geometry. Something similar happened in "the theory of politics." 68 The distinguishing features of particular forms of government were left behind in the process of abstraction, which allowed individual instances to be placed into general classes according to their prevailing tendency. This resulted in three categories: monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. In reality, all governments were mixtures of these types, but always focusing on this fact would make it impossible to arrive at general principles. In the same manner, the farmer worked with only a few categories of soil, physicians a small number of temperaments, and the moralist with a few principles of human action.
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Yet the art of application was irreducible. In the following comments, Stewart draws out the tragic consequences of the dependence of good theory on good implementation: Hence . . . the mere theorist so frequently exposes himself, in real life, to the ridicule of men whom he despises; and, in the general estimation of the world, falls below the level of the common drudges in business and the arts. The walk, indeed, of these unenlightened practitioners, must necessarily be limited by their accidental opportunities of experience; but, so far as they go, they operate with facility and success; while the merely speculative philosopher, although possessed of principles which enable him to approximate to the truth, in an infinite variety of untried cases, and although he sees, with pity, the narrow views of the multitude, and the ludicrous pretensions with which they frequently oppose their trifling successes to his theoretical speculations, finds himself perfectly at a loss, when he is called upon, by the simplest occurrences of ordinary life, to carry his principles into execution. Stewart admitted that it was difficult to specify the content of the practical skill that was so crucial to the successful implementation of theory. The world of business, for example, cultivated such experience, and success in it could be achieved without the habits of theoretical speculation. But mere experience did not prepare someone for new circumstances.
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In making these claims, Stewart was strategically specifying the relationship between "the mere theorist" and practice to enable his counteraccount of the role of practice in knowledge and politics. In short: with general principles in hand, the office of practical skill was limited to remedying the imperfections of theory. Stewart may have enjoyed enlisting Burke's words in pressing this case. He quoted from Burke's speech on American taxation, in which Burke claimed that at times statesmen would be obliged to draw on a general knowledge of mankind because the business of office offered no precedents. 72 The lesson that Stewart drew from Burke was that operating in a narrow sphere of experience unamplified by general principles impoverished the mind. This was skillful rhetoric, for Stewart had not only protected theory from the attack of practical men and their "ludicrous pretensions," but he had also reduced experience to theory's adjunct.
It followed that the fears around theory and speculation in politics that had so terrified Edmund Burke did not arise from some defect internal to political speculation. What Burke had referred to as "enthusiasm" 73 and "fanaticism" 74 Stewart was able to redescribe as merely the "rash application of general principles." 75 He did so by distinguishing between two groups of political reasoners: those who cleaved to existing institutions and rejected novel plans of legislation (Burke), and those who were prepared to reason a priori from the principles of human nature (Stewart) . Since "the theory of legislation" used generalizations that were arrived at by abstracting from particulars, it could be just as grounded in experience as the claims 71 of the "political empiric," so long as one proceeded "cautiously and philosophically." 76 We have already seen that this required an element of practical skill when it came to implementation, and that in making this part of his argument Stewart greatly restricted the function of experience to mopping up those areas where theory did not reach. Yet this was only one element of Stewart's extended attack on the Burkean case for precedent and usage.
Stewart further redescribed Burke's veneration for custom and usage as philosophically naïve: it represented merely "an unenlightened veneration for maxims which are supposed to have the sanction of time in their favour, and a passive acquiescence in received opinions." 77 This represented an abuse of general principles because attention was not paid to the circumstances that generated the maxims, foreclosing their universality. Only philosophy could remedy this weakness by revealing the correct method for generating principles in politics-by examining the human constitution and the laws that regulate human affairs. This, Stewart claimed, would produce principles from "a much more extensive induction, than any of the inferences that can be drawn from the history of actual establishments."
78 Translating this argument into today's terms, the disciplines that Burke placed on the statesman's reasoning excluded too many data.
The final stage in Stewart's attack was to undermine the supposed purity of facts. Versions of this argument are routinely made in today's humanities academy. There were so many circumstances simultaneously operating in a society at a given time-ideas, manners, the character of the people, relations between orders of the society-that simply tracking certain constitutional practices in the manner of Burke was an inadequate factual basis. Faced with the enormity of details and processes, the only remedy was to produce "systematical descriptions" of societies that worked rather like the general rules of grammar-simplifying and organizing the materials to be studied. If such descriptions were to be called "theory," then it was simply the case that "every such description must necessarily be more or less theoretical," since every description was partial compared to the abundance of particulars. 79 Thus, opposing experience to theory in the way that Burke presumed was philosophically untenable. As today's adage has it, there are no facts without theory. Of course, Stewart's gloss was unsatisfactory, since Burke's history of constitutions was embedded in a history of 76 Stewart, Elements, 234-35. 77 Stewart, Elements, 236. 78 Stewart, Elements, 236. 79 Stewart, Elements, manners. 80 Stewart was being fairer when he wrote that some writers displayed a "zeal against reformation," 81 and little was to be gained by arguing with them.
Such was Stewart's case for the theoretical scrutiny of society. The case was made in tandem with remedies for a potential side effect of theory, excessive abstraction. The fact that theoretical schemas could exhibit beauty was a leading cause of overindulgence in abstraction, which could lead to incompetence in everyday affairs as the price of inattention to the particular. Nevertheless, if given a choice, one should prefer a comprehensive genius ill-directed to theoretical beauty over the circumscribed views of the working drudge, and it was perfectly understandable when the former struggled to descend to everyday life! 82 A second cost arising from the love of theory was more serious-the tendency to join the ranks of the "Utopian projectors" who would sacrifice civic tranquility for reform. (By contrast, the masses, who did not, of course, contemplate theoretical perfection, were merely exposed to having their passions roused by demagoguery.) 83 The utopian's passion for progress could lead them to embrace violence as a valid means for change. Such passion could be restrained by keeping in view the complicated structure of the social whole because it reminded one of the uncertain effects that would flow from changes in one institution onto society in general. The desire for reform could also be restrained by keeping faith that the age of progress was at hand: partial and violent change stemmed from impatience. 84 In other words, the defense against becoming a zealot for violent change was to cultivate some old virtues-prudence and temperance-and Stewart's office of pedagogue to young men in a polite society once more emerges as a fact to emphasize.
Imagination was another of the mind's powers that could lead to enthusiasm if it were misgoverned. Where conception replicated something that had been felt or perceived, imagination selected qualities from different conceptions and then abstracted away from them in order to combine them 80 Classically studied in Pocock, Virtue, Commerce, and History, chap. 10. 81 in a novel manner, in accordance with judgment. It was evidenced in Milton's Garden of Eden and in Harrington's Oceana, and refined imagination was typically a habit acquired through intellectual labor and experience. 85 Stewart claimed that those who failed to cultivate the power would struggle to participate in the feelings of those beyond their immediate circle. This argument took Stewart onto the terrain of Smith's moral theory, and we find him quoting Smith at length on the role of the impartial spectator in moderating behavior in the pursuit of the approval of others.
86 According to Stewart, Smith overstated both the way in which self-love alters behavior and the role of the impartial spectator mechanism in correcting it. Instead of this process of push and pull, the "benevolent principles of our nature" were sufficient to bring us into imaginative contact with the circumstances of others, which led to other-regarding behavior. 87 Early education was essential to awakening and developing this imaginative capacity that softened human behavior; thus, once again, Stewart worried over the vulgar, whose imaginations were deformed by want of culture, hence rarely exercised, hence rarely under steady command. This fact made the inferior orders vulnerable to "the violence of enthusiasm" because, when their imaginations were finally aroused, the excitement was "perfectly ungovernable, and [produced] something like a temporary insanity."
88 By contrast, educated men were able to withdraw their attention from imaginative objects, such as Oceana, and return to everyday objects, so governing their susceptibility to enthusiasm.
If this was the case for the inferior and superior orders in general, how ought Stewart's political speculator or theorist stand in relation to the government of their imagination? Given the discussion of abstraction above, we may expect that they were especially vulnerable to ill-government of the imagination, and this is indeed the case. Utopian projectors were, by definition, engaged in the construction of imaginary objects, such as Oceana. This fact, along with the social reclusiveness often inherent to abstract speculation, and the corresponding decay in those faculties attuned to everyday occurrences, could see the proper balance between the imaginative life and everyday life overthrown. More explicitly, "the mind gradually loses that command . . . over the train of its ideas," with the ultimate result that "the most extravagant dreams of imagination acquire as powerful an 85 Stewart, Elements, 475-76. 86 For the original in Smith see TMS, II.ii.2. 87 Stewart, Elements, 506. 88 Stewart, Elements, 507. influence in exciting all its passions, as if they were realities." 89 Once a mind was this disturbed, exposure to everyday life could even exacerbate the situation because it stimulated further trains of thought in imaginative directions, even as the poor figure perceived himself to be acting with "the most perfect wisdom and consistency," while others perceived only "folly." 90 Political speculators were exposed to the danger of becoming madmen, and so Stewart's prudential disciplines related not only to the quality of their reasoning but to their mental health too.
III. CONCLUSION: THE TIDE OF THEORY
The primary aim of Stewart's teaching was to give to young men an understanding of their own minds so that they could govern their thinking and behavior. This project entailed an appreciation for the nature of the knowledge that humans could produce, and how that knowledge should be inserted into the work of government by legislators. Someone trained in Stewart's curriculum would, as we saw, be able to use the power of abstraction to place a particular government into a general class according to its prevailing tendency, whether it be monarchical, aristocratic, or democratic. Yet the student would also know that abstractions of this type could not apply literally to practice, nor could they afford "any considerable assistance in conduct, without a certain degree of practical and experimental skill." 91 Identifying this limit to the application of the categories was just as important as deriving them in the first place, and its effect was to insulate speculation from attack by making any failures in application the result of practical skill; if the philosopher king failed then it was the latter who let down the former.
The political theorist was thus potentially any young man who had mastered the philosophy of mind, and to this extent it must be noted that we are a long way from the specialization that exists in this field today. It was simply the case that the good subject would contribute to the public by pursuing truth, and one area where truth should accumulate was the science of legislation. It is therefore not surprising to find that Stewart warned against "contracting the pedantry of a particular profession," and asserted that "it ought not to be the leading object of any one, to become an eminent metaphysician, mathematician, or poet; but to render himself happy as an 89 Stewart, Elements, 508-9. 90 Stewart, Elements, 511. 91 Stewart, Elements, 226. individual, and an agreeable, a respectable, and an useful member of society." 92 This is hardly a style of theory capable of turning the world upside down and, as noted at the beginning of the paper, Stewart's pedagogical context goes a long way to explaining how he could so confidently respond to the attack on theory as a socially dangerous activity. But what of the larger stakes of this article regarding the ultimate triumph of theory in nineteenth-century Britain, a triumph occurring beyond the confines of Scotland's universities? The overall picture is one of untrained theorists multiplying and overwhelming the efforts of the initiated to keep them in check.
Stewart's former students at the Edinburgh Review largely attempted to hold the line. Francis Jeffrey, as editor, used Stewart's arguments to separate the Review and the Whigs from Jacobinism while maintaining a place for abstract speculation on social life, 93 and Francis Horner and Henry Brougham described cases of poor metaphysics and failures to govern the mind in severe terms when reviewing contemporary works. 94 Yet the period's print culture imposed no restrictions beyond literacy for entry into public debate on topics of the highest importance. Take the more than twenty years of debate over the Bank of England's note issue, the so-called Bullion Controversy, which was widely perceived as a contest between "practical men" and "metaphysicians." 95 The latter included learned men such as Horner, but also a motley bunch of projectors and autodidacts such as David Ricardo. Unlike Stewart's philosopher of mind, Ricardo had not submitted to a set of intellectual disciplines to which he could point as guarding him against the dangers of enthusiasm, and he was widely perceived to have succumbed to its dangers. 96 And yet Ricardo not only captured the public's attention (and through J. R. McCulloch, the Review's), but purchased the rotten Irish borough of Portalington in order to insert himself into the heart of parliamentary reasoning, 98 and once so placed went about speaking "as if he had dropped from another planet," as he was described by Brougham. 99 From the perspective of Stewart, Ricardo would seem to exemplify the dangerous results that could arise when theory left the academy to be conducted by the untrained. And he was only the beginning.
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